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Company Overview
Company summary: Our Company is
working since 2008, and we have strong
expertise in the civil works, construction,
renovation & maintenance business,
paint jobs & Panaflex, we have strong
expertise in building, home
constructions & maintenances. We also
offers cleaning services to the small and
medium enterprises.
Mission statement: We are focusing
to become a company where
everyone will have win-win situation.
Company history: The Company was
founded in the year 2008, since then we
have completed many projects, and
made it success!

Operational structure:
Tariq & Sons is a sole
proprietor company
registered with FBR and
falls in active tax payer
list. We have 3
Executives as a part of
management, and more
than 20 skilled personal
on board.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

We love living in a home
which well maintained left,
right and center.
Use our services to keep your
home and offices in shape, 24
x7.

Business Description

Key participants: Through our business we have a

strong partnership with the vendors like, sanitary
fittings, tiles vendors, cement vendors, electrical
appliances providers. We have edge on building class
cleaning, all type of kitchen works are our best work to
be done.
Pricing: We always consider our pricing cost effective
and with no compromise on quality.

Payment: We take payments through payee cheque or
cash.
Key customers: 90% of our customers from DHA,

Clifton area.
Key employees and organization: Our team manager
assigns job to our relevant department, we offer free
survey of the premises for best quotations and
deadlines of the project to be taken to.
Offices: We have our head office in DHA Phase 7 &
Branch office is Phase 5 DHA.

SERVICES
Our mission is to deliver a
high-quality level of
construction services and
products that will give
satisfaction to our clients. We
aim to do this by being
professional, honest, and
passionate to serve only the
best services our clients would
wish to have.
We also commit to extend our
construction services and
products to a broader market
and influence in the industry

1-CONSTRUCTION
Searching for a contractual worker to
assemble your fantasy house or court?
We offer a top notch development
administration benefit all through the
nation. Our accomplice temporary workers
can do any sort of development work for
you. From venture outline, estimation,
material buy, to the administration and
supervision of contractual workers and the
work, put stock in The Handyman to carry
out the activity for you. We additionally
guarantee cost and quality control.
So whether you are fabricating or building
a house, office, or a business court, or
renovating
your property. Our costs are extremely
reasonable and focused.

•Building Design
•Reconstruction Work
•Maintenance Work
•Redesign Work
•Complete Design to Build
More

Plumber
We Deal in all kinds of plumbing
work including PPR Fittings, CPVC
Fittings and GI Fittings. Be it a
contract with material or contract
without material or just minor repair
work, get your plumbing worries
fixed once and for all.
Most of us surely find it frustrating
to live with a broken tap, leaky pipe,
undone toilet flush or low water
pressure during our long showers.
But somehow we do live with it or
we have to, as we have no idea
how to get it fixed. Its too time
consuming and we choose to better
utilize our time by living with issues.
At Tariq and Sons we make sure
that only an experienced
serviceman knocks your door on
the time promised.

Electrician
At Tariq and Sons we are your
one call partner for all your
repair needs, from a ceiling fan
installation to doing commercial
wiring or working on CAT 6
networking cable, our
electricians can do it all.
You want immediate services
when your geyser or water motor
breakdown for a sparkling switch
or wiring fuse. We understand
the urgency and provide express
electrician services in with a TAT
of 2 hours. We become your one
call partner for all your
electrician requirement, from a
ceiling fan installation to doing
commercial wiring or working on
CAT 6 networking cable, our
electricians can do it all.

Carpenter
Do you have to get a modular
kitchen customized? Or do you
plan to change the cloth for
your sofa? Or do you want to
get some those paintings up
on the wall? Tariq and Sons is
a one call solution partner for
all your needs.
Every household and office
would have at least 1 broken
door knob, hinges or handles.
Un-hung paintings vying for
your attention. We consider
carpentry to be the job for
experts, as it requires
specialized tools and skills.
We take responsibility for
service delivery from end to
end. We help you customize or
repair your furniture, doors and
windows.

AC & Refrigerator
Hundreds of people trust us for
their AC and Refrigeration
related issues. Our
professionally trained
servicemen can provide you
with the most comprehensive
solutions at charges that are
unbeatable in the market
today.
Most of us use AC’s and
Refrigerators throughout the
year or most of the year. AC
Servicing becomes mandatory
during the start of heating and
cooling seasons respectively.
Timely servicing ensures fresh
and filtered air. While AC’s
provide us with deep pleasure
of comfort they also require
regular maintenance. All AC
and Ref must be installed
along with a good quality
stabilizer.

PAINTING
Looking to paint your Home or
Office? We now offer Painting
services in Islamabad. No job
is too small or big for us. Our
painting service is provided
through partners who are
skilled, and professional. We
can do paint work related to
new construction as well as
maintenance (such as white
wash). So whether you are
building or constructing a
house, office, or a commercial
plaza, or remodeling your
property. Our costs are
extremely reasonable and
focused
•Interior and exterior decorating
•Painting on all surfaces; plaster,
brickwork, woodwork, stone or
rendered exterior finishes.
•Decorative wallpapering
•Treating and preparing woodwork
•Guaranteed workmanship & more

Water tank cleaning Services

Bringing clean water to each
person around the world is an
immense job. If it comes right
down to it, you should buy a
pressure washer that satisfies
your application. Every pressure
washer is composed for four
major pieces. Ideally, the hot
water heater ought to be tested
at the start of the heating
season or the start of the
cooling season. The gas should
be compressed so it can be
transported through a pipeline.
Natural gas has a lot of distinct
uses. So you do need to be
careful with electricity.

Renovation Contractor and
Home Remodeling services
Depending on the place you live
and the kind of renovation
you're doing, you might be
required to get permits. An
office renovation is almost
always a complicated task that
demands careful planning. Like
every renovation, a thriving
office renovation demands
significant planning. These
steps can help you undergo a
productive office renovation
without unnecessary stress or
cost.
It's true, you can remodel your
house at a price that you are
able. As a homeowner, you
might have considered selling
your house and purchasing a
new one.

Your house shouldn't be merely a location where
you go to nap after a very long day's work.
Remodeling a house in a historic neighborhood
demands extra planning and an excess step in the
permit practice.
The absolute most ignored part of your house can
grow to be the most beautiful portion of your
property. If it is dark, then consider adding more
windows throughout the house. Also the
comparable that you select must be near your
house, preferably on the identical street or just few
homes down the street from your house. If you
intend to remodel your house, the very first thing
you want to think about is getting the job finished.
If your home doesn't cause you to truly feel
comfortable, it's time to renovate it and allow it to
be desirable for you. Include certain changes that
you want to see in your property. Re-modelling
your house will take lots of time since it will require
consultation with different contractors, architects in
addition to interior and exterior designers. Keep in
mind that renovating your house successfully
needs a calm mind. It is a sanctuary where you
should feel happy and comfortable. For many
individuals, purchasing a house is among the main
investments they could ever make in their entire
lives. Also, don't forget the time you will need to
spend in locating the ideal house and the perfect
neighborhood for your family members.
You don't wish to employ a contractor under time
constraints. On this note, an individual can call the
interior renovation contractor to find the things
done in a professional fashion and to receive them
with the ideal flooring for their house. You are
unable to relax even if you employ the very best
home renovation contractor in town.

Fabrication Safety Grill Work
Services
Tariq and Sons the leading
service provider of
Fabrication Safety Grill
Work Services
We offer our precious
clients the premium quality
Fabrication Safety Grill
Work Services. Offered
service is widely acclaimed
by our patrons owing to its
reliability and hassle free
execution. This service is
carried out under the
surveillance of our experts
using optimum grade tools
and techniques. Our
experts check all the steps
related to this service and
perform it in a prompt
manner. Further, this
service can be availed by
our clients at market
leading price.

Professional Janitorial
Services
Selecting the assistance of
commercial cleaners is
similar to an investment. A
lot of people struggle to
comprehend what janitorial
services do for residential
and business clients, but
it's actually quite simple to
explain. The majority of the
janitorial services have
now begun to give
environment friendly
services. An experienced,
professional and effective
plumbing service will
provide you excellent
services at very affordable
expenses.

So while it's possible to observe that custodial and
janitorial services are alike, you truly require a
comprehension of the roles and obligations of
every one of these professionals before you're
prepared to employ a custodian or janitor for your
enterprise. Instead, custodial services may include
but aren't confined to these simple cleaning tasks.
For several reasons, an expert building
maintenance service gives you the confidence and
comfort your company's expensive assets are
being taken care of. What can quickly restrict your
selection is when you locate a janitorial service
that could tailor a particular site plan aimed toward
satisfying all your cleaning requirements. If you've
bundled your janitorial services with an industrial
facility maintenance supplier, the repairs can be
created in a timely and seamless way. We are
here to solve the picking proper cleaning service
for your facility. We have professional and
experienced staff for cleaning and maintenance
services. We provide high standard services within
an affordable budget.
If you are looking for reliable cleaning services in
Islamabad/Rawalpindi, our professional employees
can deliver it. We offer services like commercial
cleaning, residential cleaning, building
maintenance services, office cleaning services,
house cleaning, construction cleaning, steaming
cleaning, cleaning and maintenance with high
quality. Our staff is polite, humble and experienced
in this field which can deliver to and satisfy our
customer. We ensure that our staff members are
providing best quality services. Our cleaning staff
is highly trained, experienced and professional to
meet our customer requirement and to deliver high
quality janitorial services in Pakistan.

Tiles Fixer Service
Tariq and Sons the leading
service provider of tile fixer
work services. we offer our
precious clients the
premium quality Tile Fixer
Work Services. Offered
service is widely acclaimed
by our patrons owing to its
reliability and hassle free
execution. home repair
involves the diagnosis and
resolution of problems in a
home, and is related to
home maintenance to avoid
such problems. Many types
of repairs are "do it
yourself" (DIY) projects,
while others may be so
complicated, timeconsuming or risky as to
suggest the assistance of a
qualified handyman,
property manager,
contractor/builder, or other
professionals.

Professional Mason Work

Tariq and Sons offer
complete masonry services
to commercial and
residential customer. All
our masons are well
experienced and work
under professional
supervision

Professional Generator
Services

Tariq and Sons are fully
aware that your product
depends on power supply,
and generators can provide
you best power back up
during the shortage of your
power supply. For this
purpose the Generators
need quality maintenance
& repair. We also provide
Old generator sale and
purchase services.

Professional Gypsum Ceiling
Services
Tariq and Sons are supported by
a team of highly qualified
professionals; our expert
methods have enabled us to
serve our clients with high quality
"False Ceiling services. These
services are supplied by using
superior grade equipment and
latest technology. We always use
premium quality materials
sourced from reputed vendors.
These products are available at
economical price for clients.
Tariq and Sons is expert in
offering exclusive Gypsum False
Ceiling. Which are popular for
their accurate finishing.
Sophisticated designs. and
attractive patterns.

Our offered service is accomplished. by our team
of professionals. who have immense expertise in
their respective domains. To meet the precise
demands of clients. we offer a wide range of
Gypsum Ceiling Service. These services are one
of the most favoured selections of clients. owing to
excellent finish and our punctuality. We apply
maximum efforts to offer Gypsum Ceiling Services
to our clients. Our experts use best grade Hilux &
Gypsum False to offer reliable services. These
ceilings are easy to install and give a touch of
royalty and sophistication in the ambiance.
Furthermore. we are committed to complete our
projects. within the committed time frame.

Professional Aluminum &
Glass Services

Tariq and Sons offers glass
work like:
Glass Doors
•All types of Interior Glasses
•with eatching, frosting, buffing,
acid work, bend glass, glass
basins, stain glass, toughened
glass etc.
Aluminium Windows
•uPVC Windows
•Aluminium Doors
•Aluminium Partition
•Windows and Fabrication
•Table Glass

Introduction
Tariq & Sons is involved in
construction, renovation,
maintenances of properties, like
home, offices. Tariq & Sons is
registered since September
2008. We have successfully
completed projects within the
timelines. We have turnkey
solution for home, offices,
businesses. Our team is
consisting of professionals and
our skilled labor is our asset.

Client List

•A & L Communications ( www.anl-group.com)
•Career Connection Consulting ( www.ccconsultings.com)
•Ascent Education (www.aec-consultings.com)

•Sindh Rangers (Contact Person Major Muhammad
Raheel 0331-9733692)
•Afghan Consulate Karachi (Clerk Haider 0309-1216224)
•SSS TEXTILE (Contact Person Managing Director
Fawad Puri 0302-2222990)
•OPTIMUM MOTORSPORT (Contact Person Hammad
Puri 0333-2211307)

•Amjad Autos (Contact Person Amjad Puri 03008226203)
•Aptech Learning (Contact Manager Muhammad Haider

0333-3152069)
•Askari Bank limited Kh-e-Badar Branch DHA (Contact
Mr. Faraz)
•Askari Bank Limited Shaheed –e-Millat Branch
(Branch Manager Abdul Malik 0302-2179932)
•Askari Bank Limited F.B Area Branch (Operation
Manager Ejaz 0345-2443740)

Client List

•Askari Bank Limited Samanabad Branch (Branch
Manager 0345-2044448)
•Askari Bank Limited Dha Phase II Branch (Operation
Manager Waqar 0345-2883713)
•Askari Bank Limited Bohra Peer Branch (Operation
Manager Hassan 0345-8077148)
•Askari Bank Limited M.A Jinah Road Branch

(Operation Manager 021-32217492)
•Askari Bank Limited Sabzi Mandi Branch (Branch
Manager Atif 021-34944521)

•Askari Bank Limited Cloth Markete Branch
(Relationship Manager 021-32472606)
•Askari Bank Limited Saadi Town Branch (Relationship
Manager Zubair 0333-7261634)

Company Details

Address:

Building No 86-C, Mezzanine 1, Main Kh-e-Ja
Company Bank Account:
Title: Tariq & Sons

Account #: PK 83 ASCM 0000 5201 0001 533
Branch: Khayaban-e-Badar
Bank:Askari Bank Limited
NTN: 3179879-9
Telephone: 0213-5395527
Cell: 0322-2958239 0300-8277039
Website: www.tariqandsons.org

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Tariqan

